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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. IEEE 802.1Q (CST)
B. IEEE 802.1w (RSTP)
C. IEEE 802.1s (MST)
D. IEEE 802.1d (STP)
Answer: C
Explanation:
IEEE 802.1s MST Overview MST extends the IEEE 802.1w rapid

spanning tree (RST) algorithm to multiple spanning trees. This
extension provides both rapid convergence and load balancing in
a VLAN environment. MST converges faster than PVST+. MST is
backward compatible with 802.1D STP, 802.1w (rapid spanning
tree protocol [RSTP]), and the Cisco PVST+ architecture.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/hw/switches/ps708/products_
configuration_guide_chapter0 9186a008007e71a.html#1050594

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Credit_Rating item in the Customers block of an Order Entry
form must be restricted to three possible values: Good, Poor,
or Null (the latter value indicates that the credit rating has
not been determined). Order entry clerks must be able to update
this item to any of the preceding three values.
You want to change the item to a check box labeled "Credit
Risk" that should be selected if the customer has poor credit,
the check box should not be selected if the customer's credit
rating is good or undetermined.
You change the item type to Checkbox, set other properties as
shown in the Exhibit, and then run your form and insert three
records: two with good credit and the check box deselected, and
one with poor credit and the check box selected. You commit the
data and query the records, with the following result set:
The first two records show an undetermined credit rating,
although your intention was to set the value to Good for these
customers. What change must you make in the properties of the
Credit_Ratinq item to enable values of Good, Poor, and Null to
be entered?
A. Change the initial Value property to Good and the Chock Box
Mapping of Other Valued property to Null.
B. Change the initial Value property to Good and the Value When
Unchecked property to Null.
C. Change the initial Value property to Good and the Check Box
Mapping of Other Values property to checked.
D. Change the item type. It is not appropriate to use a check
box to enable entry and update of more than two values in an
item.
E. Change the initial Value property to Good.
F. Change the Check Box Mapping of Other Values property to Not
Allowed.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Incorrect answers:
F: A check box is not limited to two values.

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Crossover Error Rate (CER) is a good measure of performance
for:
A. Tokens
B. Kerberos
C. Discretionary access control
D. Biometrics
E. A fingerprint scan
Answer: D
Explanation:
The CER is one of the three main performance measurements used
in biometrics.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A basket of 1430 apples is divided equally among a group of
apple lovers. If 45 people join the group, each apple lover
would receive 9 apples less. How many apples did each person
get before 45 people joined the feast?
A. 23.
B. 20.
C. 24.
D. 21.
E. 22.
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Try to back-solve the problem. (1430/22 = 65) people, if 45
came then there are 110 people.
(1430/110 = 13) apples, which is 9 apples less per person.
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